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A TARGETED
APPROACH TO
VALUE
Value is unrewarding in Australian Small Caps
Within the Australian Small caps universe, value as a standalone factor strategy has not been a driver of
sustained alpha. Unlike its performance in global markets and data sets, the Australian small caps market has
not consistently rewarded the value factor. The below chart shows excess 12 month rolling excess returns for
two naïve value factor strategies over the S&P/ASX Australian Small Ordinaries benchmark return, over a 17
year period.
Figure 1:
12 Month Rolling Excess Returns of Value Factor Strategies

*Source: FactSet, Blue Orbit
*Returns shown are back tested, theoretical returns for naïve factor portfolios calculated by Blue Orbit. They do not include
transaction costs or fees. *Returns shown are 12 month rolling excess returns over the S&P/ASX Small Ordinaries Accumulation index

Despite intermittence of value’s outperformance, there have historically been some periods of
strong outperformance of value strategies in the small cap universe. We see small caps within
Australia primarily as a growth market, rather than one that consistently rewards value.
Accordingly, the core focus of our systematic strategy to date has been to target consistently
outperforming anomalies, to generate a sustainable alpha in a majority of market environments.
By not having a targeted value exposure in the strategy, we leave open the risk of
underperformance in the case of a strong value rally environment. However, the general longer
term underperformance of value means that we would prefer not to have value ‘switched on’ 100
percent of the time, but rather to be able to deploy it in a targeted manner to hedge downside
risk in a value rally environment.
In order to incorporate value within our systematic alpha model, we first had to develop an alpha
signal to capture the value exposure most efficiently, as well as a robust, rules based framework
for timing the deployment and weighting of this signal within our existing process.

Blue Orbit- Implementing Value Alpha
Signal Construction- Building a Solid Foundation Needs Multiple Pillars
Rather than using a simple single value factor construction (such as Dividend Yield), we have
constructed an Alpha Value signal that incorporates multiple value metrics. This multi-input signal
construction is an important part of our process to get a more efficient exposure to ‘value’, rather
than focusing on a single definition.
Naïve value signals focusing on Earnings and Dividend Yields alone have not been the optimal
strategies historically to capture alpha in a value rally environment within Australian Small Caps.
Accordingly, our focus has been building a signal based on a combination Cash Flow and
Enterprise Valuation metrics, that perform more strongly within this universe.
Avoiding value traps is critical when following a value strategy- sometimes things are cheap for a
very good reason! Blue Orbit has built in a methodology to exclude potential value traps from the
signal construction, which adds significant alpha to the signal over the entire time horizon of the
back testing.

Signal Correlations- It’s All About Diversification
An important focus of our systematic strategy is the diversification of alpha signals. The diversification of
signals within our model helps to target a portfolio that will outperform in a wider range of different
market conditions.
Incorporating a new alpha signal, particularly to hedge a current known downside risk, required a low to
negative correlation of active returns with the existing signals in the model. This was a key consideration
in the construction of the new signal.
Figure 2:
Correlation of Value Alpha Active Returns

*Source: Factset, Blue Orbit
*Returns shown are back tested, theoretical returns for naïve factor portfolios calculated by Blue Orbit. They do not include
transaction costs or fees.

Value Timing – It’s Better to be Right than to be early
Construction of the Value Alpha signal itself is only one piece of the puzzle. Knowing when to turn Value
Alpha on or off, and in what magnitude to deploy it within the model, was the second focus of our
research.
Getting Value timing perfectly right every time would have added over 3.5% alpha per annum over the
17 year period of our back testing. However, getting it perfectly wrong could be a detractor of over 4%
per annum over the same time period. Given this large discrepancy, being cautious and measured in
our approach to any timing is critical to ensure that it enhances, rather than detracts alpha.
To us, the biggest risk in implementing signal timing is trying to get ahead of the signal- i.e. trying to
anticipate the event before it happens. To de-risk the timing strategy, we look instead for strong
evidence from multiple sources that the event is already happening, and that it looks to be a sustained
move rather than a brief correction. Waiting for the rally to start convincingly before committing to
signal implementation reduces the risk of ‘jumping the gun’ on a value rally- a potentially large risk
given the intermittent nature of a true value rally in Australian small caps. Going early could mean
waiting a very long time for value to outperform- and losing significant alpha in the process.
The below chart shows the performance of Trend versus Value over the entire back test period- over
both short term (3 month) and longer term (24 month horizons). It’s clear from this that within
Australian small caps, the outperformance periods for Value have been few and far between.

Figure 3:
Performance of Trend over Value in Australian Small Caps

*Source: Factset, Blue Orbit
*Returns shown are backtested, theoretical returns for proprietary alpha signal portfolios calculated by Blue Orbit. They
do not include transaction costs or fees.

Our timing methodology has been built upon a number of rules based signals, to ensure that the decision to
turn Value on or off is research and evidence based- rather than relying on emotional drivers.
1. Are multiple valuation metrics we measure all indicating a value rally has commenced?
2. Has the rally been operating for a minimum amount of time to indicate that it may be a sustained rally
event?
3. If so, the Value Alpha signal will be deployed at the specified implementation level as linked to the
conviction in steps 1 and 2.
Our research and testing indicates that by activating our Alpha Value signal in this controlled and disciplined
way, we can meaningfully improve the return profile of our Fund in these occasional but significant value
rally environments. Our extensive research agenda is focused on the continuous improvement of our
processes. We aim to maximise alpha, while also ensuring it will deliver in varied marked environments.
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